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Abstract: Sustainable futures necessitate a concomitant requirement for both sustainable buildings
and sustainable behaviours under one roof. The defining principles behind Earthship buildings are
to promote the use of local, recycled, waste, natural and renewable materials in their construction,
for the adoption of a passive solar design for internal heating/cooling, collection of rainwater as
a potable water supply, and encourage the onsite recycling of used water for plants to aid food
production. However, despite growth in Earthship buildings constructed across many countries of
the world, their appeal has not yet made a noticeable contribution to mainstream housing. Therefore,
this study is the first to attempt to explore public perceptions towards the benefits and barriers of
Earthship buildings as a means of understanding their demand by potential home builders/owners.
Opinions were sought through questionnaire surveys completed by visitors to the Brighton Earthship
building. Results reveal that the public believe that the reclamation of rainwater and greywater,
renewable energy consumption and use of recycled materials included in the design/build are
the major benefits of Earthship buildings, whilst the opportunity for a modern living style in a
conservative lifestyle/setting, having a building that is cheaper than an ordinary home and the
possibility of living totally off grid are considered the least beneficial reasons for building Earthship
homes. Results also reveal that the public believe acquiring necessary permits/permissions to build
may be more complicated, securing financial support (mortgage/loan) may be more challenging,
and identifying/attaining suitable building plots are major barriers of Earthship buildings, whilst the
futuristic/alternative building design, being built from waste materials and being entirely dependent
on renewable resources (rainfall/wind/sunshine) are considered the least important barriers to
building Earthship homes. Notwithstanding the participants included in this study already having
an interest in Earthship buildings/lifestyles, it is concluded that the general public deem the general
principles of Earthships as an acceptable choice of building/living but it is the formal means of
building or buying an Earthship home that is the greatest hurdle against the uptake of Earthship
buildings. Therefore, if sustainable futures are to be realized, it is proposed that a shift away from
traditional house building towards Earthship building will require the involvement of all stakeholders
immersed in the building process (architects, planners, builders, investors, lawyers) to path an easier
journey for Earthship buildings and sustainable living.
Keywords: sustainable construction; alternative living; recycling; reusing; waste management
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1. Introduction
A utopian world of sustainable living requires growth in the construction and up-
take of sustainable homes. Autonomous housing [1,2] operates on a self–sufficient basis,
providing occupants with their own independent systems and services (heating, cooling,
power, water and wastewater treatment) derived solely from natural resources (sun, wind
and rain), thereby eliminating householder reliance on traditional infrastructure ‘grid
living’ [3–5].
Earthship buildings are marketed as being the exemplar, or epitome, of sustainable
housing. Built by reusing or repurposing mostly reclaimed urban waste products (such
as vehicle tires and beverage bottles/cans), their design includes the utilization of low
embodied energy materials, passive solar heating and cooling, photovoltaic power systems,
rainwater harvesting, solar hot water heating, along with black and grey water treatment
systems [6–8], thus addressing the epitome of both sustainability and climate change
agendas. Further, as the Earthship concept fulfils elementary human needs, inhabitants
can enjoy simpler lifestyles, as they can dispense with utility bills, mortgages, homeowner
fees, and can claim to be independent of food, materials and monetary systems; Earthship
buildings, therefore, provide a new habitat for an excellent quality of life [9,10].
The importance of market processes and the fundamental role of ‘affordability’ is
widely recognized in housing [11,12]. Disparities between available housing and average
income have been drivers for many developed nations to focus their policies toward
the delivery of affordable housing [13] and monitoring their price–income ratios [14].
Housing affordability is intended to ensure that homes are affordable for all income
groups [15]. Where market prices are below three times the gross annual household
income, they are rated as affordable, and where they are above five times the gross annual
household income, they are rated as unaffordable; anywhere between, they are scored as
moderately unaffordable or seriously unaffordable [16]. Since the price–income ratios for
many nations illustrate that most housing is unaffordable, many people are beginning to
explore alternative accommodation options, such as co–operative housing or community-
build/self-build housing.
Cooperative housing is an alternative form of homeownership, where each member
(shareholder) has a legal right to occupy a single housing unit, such as the Lilac Grove co–
housing community of eco-build households in Leeds (U.K.) that are managed by a Mutual
Home Ownership Scheme [17]. The main benefit of a cooperative is that the members pool
their funds so that their purchasing power is leveraged to collectively buy one or more
residential properties [18–20]. Instead, others may consider the self-build option to create
their own home, or consider the community-build option, where groups of people train or
are guided on the job by an experienced builder, and work collectively to build each other’s
homes with an agreement that individuals commit a minimum level of involvement in the
build activities [21,22], such as the Ashley Vale Yard co-operative self-build development
in Bristol (U.K.), or the Hedgehog self-build housing cooperative in Brighton (U.K.), which
have both received national acclaim. This latter choice of self/community building is
proving to be a popular choice across many northern European counties. For instance,
the Almere (Province of Flevoland, Netherlands) assisted self-build schemes are expected
to create 20,000 homes for lower- and middle-income households [23], whereas ~10% of
all new homes built in some parts of Germany are community- or self-builds (known as
Baugruppen) [24].
Given the shortage and affordance of traditional mass housing, it seems there has
never been a greater need for an alternative self–build solution to meet housing needs than
now. Furthermore, the shared acknowledgement that the world’s resources are finite and
mounting public waste heaps are an unacceptable way forward places Earthship buildings
on the centre-stage as a potential solution to these socio-environmental challenges [25,26].
Earthship buildings are credited to the innovative architect Michael Reynolds—the
father of Earthships [27]. Designed to promote sustainability, Reynolds pioneered the
idea of creating environmentally friendly buildings that have no requirement to draw on
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non-renewable resources to support contemporary living [28]. His first build (1970) was
in Taos, New Mexico, U.S.A. Since then, he and others have been refining his designs and
specifications. Nowadays, there are believed to be ~20,000 Earthship buildings in existence
around the world [29]. These are known to span at least 40 countries, whose purposes
range from schools or survival shelters to hostels or homes (Table 1). They are also located
across all the global climatic regions: tropical (Fiji), arid (Mexico), Mediterranean (Spain),
temperate (Scotland) and cold-polar (Canada).
Table 1. The location and building use of some of the Earthship buildings spread across the globe
(n = 40 countries).
# Building Use Location Country
1 Guest hostel El Bolsón Argentina
2 Guest hostel Ironbank, Adelaide Australia
3 Visitor centre Strombeek Belgium
4 Private house Cochabamba Bolivia
5 Private house Lethbridge, Alberta Canada
6 School Easter Island Chile
7 Research building Guangzhou China
8 Eco-village Capurgana Columbia
9 Training centre Sazava Czech Republic
10 Visitor centre Brighton England
11 Eco-resort Tavua Fiji
12 Private house/hostel Rostrenen France
13 Community centre Tempelhof Germany
14 School San Juan Compalapa Guatemala
15 Community centre Port-au-Prince Haiti
16 Survival shelter Tegucigalpa Honduras
17 Community centre Andaman India
18 Eco-resort Gili Kenawa Indonesia
19 Private house Negril Jamaica
20 Private house Tokushima Japan
21 Community centre Kapika Malawi
22 Community centre/houses Jelebu Malaysia
23 Community centre Leon Mexico
24 Training centre Khandbari Nepal
25 Visitor centre Zwolle Netherlands
26 Guest hostel Hikuai, Waikato New Zealand
27 Private house San Jan Del Sur Nicaragua
28 Survival shelter Batug Philippines
29 Unknown Krzywcza Poland
30 Private house/hostel Gardunha Portugal
31 Training centre Aguada Puerto Rica
32 Unknown Oradea Romania
33 Private house Brusnica, Siberia Russia
34 Visitor centre Kinghorn Fife Scotland
35 School Freetown Sierra Leone
36 Museum Orania South Africa
37 Private house Valencia Spain
38 Unknown Skattungbyn Sweden
39 School Jaureguiberry Uruguay
40 Guest hostel Phoenix U.S.A.
Based on a U-shaped modulus [30], most Earthship buildings are designed with
three earth-rammed staggered tire walls, banked with soil (~1 m wide) for thermal mass,
which are fronted by a fourth wall of glazing. CIBSE [31] suggest that rammed earth
walls normally have a density of 1960 kg/m3, specific heat of 840 J/kg.K and conductivity
of 1.210 W/m.K, which are somewhat similar to those estimated for Earthships (density
1460 kg/m3; specific heat 880 J/kg.K; conductivity 1.280 W/m.K) [32].
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The load-bearing tire walls are anchored down, which serves as a connection for a
pitched roof that supports skylights that brighten the rooms beneath. The glazed wall
is positioned to be south facing (in the northern hemisphere) and angled for maximum
solar gain, so no heating facilities are required, and only minimal power is needed from
solar panels or wind turbines. Rainwater falling on the metal panel roof is directed
towards large underground storage tanks for later use by the building occupants, and
their used grey water is channelled towards planters to provided water for food-bearing
plants and then toilets. Black water is transferred to an outside septic tank or botanical
wastewater treatment unit. Further architectural design and technical information is widely
available [33–39].
The thermal performance of Earthship buildings has been the focus of nearly all re-
search studies. The earliest works [40], focused their monitoring on five U-shaped modules
in the desert of New Mexico, U.S.A., and suggested that shading needed to be added to
the building design to avoid overheating during the summer months. However, their
simulations for the U.K. climate indicated that these buildings would be thermally efficient
and require only minimal space heating in the winter months. Later works [41–43], made
similar conclusions for buildings based in Mediterranean climates (including Adelaide,
Australia). Soebarto et al. [44] proposed that buried underground Earth tubes could act
as heat exchangers to deliver fresh air to the internal spaces, which is cooled in summer
and warmed in winter. Work by Kruis and Heun [45] compared findings for various global
climatic cities and concluded that Earthship buildings are least suited to tropical wet/dry
settings. Recent work [46] proposed modifications to the design of Earthship buildings so
that they can be adapted for colder climates.
A feasibility study [47] attempted to investigate whether Earthship buildings could
be viable as an affordable eco-housing option in Scotland. Their results showed that
Earthship buildings are viable in terms of cost, design, building methods and labour
needs, plus building control and planning requirements. Based on calculations made (in
2004), it was estimated that an average-sized house for a family of four persons could be
built for only GBP 43,000. Therefore, they believed there was a real market demand for
Earthship buildings. Since then, Kruis and Heun [45] opined that Earthship buildings offer
a financially feasible design alternative, which is a message reiterated by Kang et al. [32].
In fact, it is estimated that Earthship houses require 20% less investment to build than a
passive house [48].
Whilst autonomous living reaches out towards utopia, there are a clear set of chal-
lenges in identifying appropriate sites for building Earthships, breaking the shackles of
what is considered acceptable design/living to house builders/owners, complying with
the constraints of the planning and building regulations, and contesting risk-adverse fi-
nancial organizations who provide the underpinning funds for the mortgages and loans
to construct Earthship buildings. However, it seems one sizeable obstacle towards the
vision of rolling out Earthship homes across the U.K. may have been breached by Brighton
and Hove City Council, when they approved permission for the development of sixteen
Earthship homes (one-bed, two-bed and three-bed houses), including some for social hous-
ing, to be built on the seafront overlooking the Brighton marina [49]. Sadly, onset of the
recessions meant the development was never built and the planning permission has now
expired, so Earthship buildings have yet to be utilized as homes in the UK. Moving this
possibility forward to other places (in the U.K. or in nations beyond) could be stimulated
by an understanding of public opinion towards their uptake.
To date, there is an absence of empirically supported studies towards communal
opinion of these buildings and the lifestyle they proffer. Therefore, this study is the first
to explore public perceptions of both the benefits and barriers of Earthship buildings
as a means of understanding their potential demand by aspiring self-build/community-
build homeowners.
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2. Case Study
The Brighton Earthship, developed by the Low Carbon Network, was built in Stanmer
Park (2002–2006) by volunteer labourers, on land owned by the Brighton and Hove City
Council. The building, used as a demonstration site, is a three-module system covering
134 m2 [7] and follows the design and specifications of similar buildings. Costing approxi-
mately GBP 80,000 to construct [7], the building is completely autonomous, with no mains
connections for heating, power, water or drainage.
In accordance with the original architectural designs created by Michael Reynolds,
the Brighton Earthship was built with structural walls (~1 m thick) made from reclaimed
car tires, rammed with soil, and finished with an eco-cement render, which helps to
cool the building in summer and warm the building in winter. Internal walls are timber
stud partitioned. Colourful glass bottles and decorative drink cans are embedded within
many walls to enhance the aesthetics and, in doing so, concomitantly repurpose everyday
household waste. The roof is a timber deck (internal ceiling), which is insulated, covered
in a vapour barrier and externally shielded with metal sheets [50].
Utility services for the building are provided entirely from natural resources. For
instance, drinking water is captured from rainfall, which is filtered and treated before use;
grey waste water drains (from the sinks) to feed the plants growing in the conservatory;
black waste water drains (from the toilet) to an outside filtration system, where natural
reedbed technology purifies the water; water heating in the building is served by a heater
that uses wood pellets (a renewable biomass fuel); and electrical power is provided by a
nearby wind turbine and several photovoltaic solar panels (positioned on the roof).
Figure 1 shows a recent photo of the Brighton Earthship, nestled in its surrounding
landscape of the South Downs National Park on the outer fringes of the city. The building
has no foundations; rather, it is simply seated on undisturbed stable soil [50]. The front,
south facing, aspect of the building shows the Earthship conservatory module (30 m2),
with an inner and outer layer of glazing (Figure 2a), which houses food-bearing planters
fed by grey water recycling (Figure 2b). The left-hand side, west facing, module comprises
a hut module (20 m2), which is peaked with a skylight (Figure 2c). The rear, north facing,
main nest module (84 m2) encompasses a main activity room with more food-bearing
planters, together with an enclosed kitchen and bathroom. The roof supports several banks
of photovoltaic solar panels and captures rainfall, which is stored in underground tanks
(Figure 2d). It also has solar hot water heating, plus a wind turbine for additional power.
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3. Research Design and Methodology
3.1. Literature Review
We conducted a review of the existing Earthship literature followed the PRISMA
evidence-based transparent and complete reporting process, whereby articles were iden-
tified, screened and checked for eligibility before inclusion in a systematic or structured
review [52]. A host of databases (including Scopus and Web of Science, amongst others)
were searched for any accessible articles. Excluding magazine and newspaper articles,
this revealed that only a limited number of available works have been published in this
field: 9 manuals/books; 2 book chapters; 10 journal papers; 12 conference papers, 2 pub-
lished reports and 7 student theses/dissertations. These are almost exclusively focussed
on architectural design or efficiency of the buildings.
3.2. Data Collection
After review of the literature on Earthship buildings, an objectivity-based methodol-
ogy was utilised for this study. A quantitative cross-sectional questionnaire survey, aligned
to the study’s aim, was adopted as the method of inquiry. This enabled the capacity to
collect a large amount of data in a controlled setting with minimal influence from the
researcher. The choice of this strategy was borne out of the need to capture both the
benefits and the barriers of Earthship buildings. The instrument was developed through
an iterative process of literature reviews and consulting experts to refine the measurement
items, before piloting with industry and academic professionals. Feedback from the pilot
exercise was used to amend and address possible issues before the final version of the
questionnaire was distributed.
The main purpose of the questionnaire was to solicit public perceptions of the benefits
and the barriers of Earthship buildings, using the Brighton Earthship as an exemplar U.K.
case study. Section one was designed to capture the participant’s personal details; Section
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two listed eleven factors used to determine apparent advantages of Earthship buildings;
and Section three listed ten factors used to gauge perceived challenges against the uptake
of Earthship buildings. For Sections two and three, participants were asked to record their
ratings for each factor on a five-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree,
3 = neutral, 4 = agree, and 5 = strongly agree) in a horizontal grid system stored as ordinal
data. A small number of open-ended questions (dual approach) were also included to elicit
rich qualitative data, alongside the quantitative approach.
Earthship buildings are not very well known amongst society. For this reason, prob-
ability sampling approaches (i.e., random or systematic sampling) were not included
because they would not contribute to achieving the objectives of this research. In contrast,
convenience sampling (a non-probability sampling technique) was adopted. This allowed
visitors attending guided tours of the Brighton building to be chosen as the specific target
group of respondents for the questionnaire. Despite mixed findings regarding the compa-
rability of results from studies utilising convenience and population-based samplings [53],
a limitation of this target group is that visitors coming for the tours are already interested,
in some way, in sustainable living, and their answers could be affected by bias. Further,
the frequency of the tours is sparse, and the size of the tour groups is restricted, so the
availability of the participants is limited.
Ethical approval was sought before the final questionnaire was shared. Approval
meant that all participants were informed in a participant information cover letter that
their involvement was entirely voluntary and their decision to complete and return their
completed questionnaire was their consent to take part in the study. As their responses
would be anonymous, participants were also informed that there would be no opportunity
to withdraw once the questionnaire was returned.
3.3. Data Analysis
The primary data were entered into Microsoft Excel (2016 version) and analysed
using a descriptive statistical tool. Demographical information was analysed by means
of frequency analysis to provide a snapshot of the respondents’ characteristics. As with
many other environmental and construction studies that have used a weighted average
method to analyse questionnaires data [54–56], a similar approach was adopted to analyse
and rank the perceived benefits and barriers of Earthship building.
The following weighted average formula was used to calculate the average score for
each factor (Equation (1)). Where WASi denotes the weighted average score for each factor
i, αj denotes the numerical value for each ranking level in which 1 is allocated to the lowest
rank and 5 is allocated to the highest rank, nij denotes the number of respondents for factor





Equation (1). Formula for the Weighted Average Score.
An additional formulation was required to address the weakness of the weight average
score, which did not account for the degree of variation between the responses. Hence, a
coefficient of variation was added to each of the weighted average scores to compute the
Benefit/Barrier Index Value (BIV) (Equation (2)), which determined the final rankings.
Equation (2). Formula for the Benefit/Barrier Index Value




where BIVi denotes the Benefit/Barrier Index Value for each factor i, and δi denotes the
standard deviation for each factor i.
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4. Results
The findings of the data analyses are presented beneath, under three main sections:
(i) participant demographics; (ii) benefits of Earthship building; and (iii) barriers of Earth-
ship building.
4.1. Participant Demographics
The questionnaire was distributed to visitors at Brighton Earthship over two days
(approximately one month apart (pre-pandemic)). A total of 31 respondents (15 male
and 16 female), representing a response rate of 86%, fully completed and returned the
questionnaire. This number is marginally higher than the nominal baseline number (30)
considered representative of different sample groups [57]. Participant ages ranged from 20
to 65 years, and they were derived from an array of careers, ranging from an accountant,
broadcaster, film producer, scientist and lawyer to farmer, teacher, therapist, hairdresser
and taxi driver, amongst others. Only three participants claimed to have any construction-
related training (a carpenter and two architects).
When questioned about their reason(s) for choosing to visit the Earthship, over half
(61%) stated the purpose was because they want to improve their knowledge and under-
standing of sustainable construction; half of them (50%) to learn about alternative living;
and almost half (44%) because they were thinking about building their own Earthship.
Other reasons included to improve environmental awareness, intellectual interest and
reconnaissance for a school trip.
4.2. Benefits of Earthship Building
The questionnaire listed eleven factors considered to be the main advantages of
Earthship building (Table 2). Analysis of the questionnaire responses (Table 3) was used to
list the beneficial factors of Earthship building in a ranked order of importance (Table 4;
Figure 3).
Table 2. List of beneficial factors.
Code Benefit Factors
BF–a Using locally sourced construction material
BF–b Use of recycled materials included in the design/build
BF–c Minimal environmental impact
BF–d Rainwater and greywater harvesting
BF–e Use of renewable energy resources
BF–f Moving towards food self-sufficiency
BF–g Opportunity for modern living style in a conservative lifestyle/setting
BF–h Aesthetics of the building within the natural landscape
BF–i Eliminate energy bills through living entirely off-grid
BF–j Easy to build (do-it-yourself)
BF–k Cheaper to build than ordinary dwellings
Table 3. Survey responses and calculation of parameter values to beneficial factors.
Code SA A N D SD Total WAS δ BIV Rank
BF–a 7 19 4 1 0 31 4.03 0.69 9.84 5
BF–b 15 12 4 0 0 31 4.35 0.70 10.60 3
BF–c 12 14 5 0 0 31 4.23 0.71 10.22 4
BF–d 14 17 0 0 0 31 4.45 0.50 13.40 1
BF–e 20 10 1 0 0 31 4.61 0.55 13.01 2
BF–f 9 13 6 3 0 31 3.90 0.93 8.11 8
BF–g 4 10 12 4 1 31 3.39 0.97 6.87 11
BF–h 8 15 7 1 0 31 3.97 0.78 9.04 6
BF–i 14 8 7 1 1 31 4.06 1.05 7.95 9
BF–j 7 13 11 0 0 31 3.87 0.77 8.91 7
BF–k 9 11 9 1 1 31 3.84 1.11 7.29 10
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Table 4. List of beneficial factors in ranked order.
Rank Code Benefit Factors
1 BEd Rainwater and greywater harvesting
2 BEe Use of renewable energy resources
3 BEb Use of recycled materials included in the design/build
4 BEc Minimal environmental impact
5 BEa Using locally sourced construction material
6 BEh Aesthetics of the building within the natural landscape
7 BEj Easy to build (do-it-yourself)
8 BEf Moving towards food self-sufficiency
9 BEi Eliminate energy bills through living entirely off-grid
10 BEk Cheaper to build than ordinary dwellings
11 BEg Opportunity for modern living style in a conservative lifestyle/setting
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Figure 3. Ranking profile of the beneficial factors.
The results illustrate rainwater and greywater harvesting was collectively consid-
ered to offer the greatest benefit from Earthship building/living; the use of renewable
energy resources and the use of recycled materials included in the design/build were
recognised as the next most important benefits from Earthship building/living. In contrast,
the opportunity for modern living style in a conservative lifestyle/setting was collectively
considered to offer the least benefit from Earthship building/living; having a building that
was cheaper than an ordinary home and the possibility to live totally off grid were recog-
nised as the next least important benefits from Earthship building/living. This indicates
that it is mostly the environmental drivers that are chief motivators towards the uptake of
Earthship building/living, rather than the social and economic dimensions involved.
4.3. Barriers of Earthsh p Building
The questionnaire listed ten factors considered to be the mai challenges of Earthship
building (Table 5). Analysis of the questionnaire responses (Table 6) was used to list the
barrier factors of Earthship building in a ranked order of importance (Table 7; Figure 4).
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Table 5. List of barrier factors.
Code Barrier Factors
EB–a Use of waste materials in the construction process
EB–b Futuristic/alternative building design
EB–c Obtaining the necessary permits and permissions for planning/building
EB–d Securing a loan or other financial support
EB–e Identifying suitable building plots
EB–f Unsuitable for densely populated urban areas
EB–g Labour intensive building process
EB–h Carbon footprint of accessing materials that may not be available locally
EB–i In cold climate the sloped glazing would create major heat lost
EB–j Water and energy dependence on purely renewable resources
Table 6. Survey responses and calculation of parameter values to barrier factors.
Code SA A N D SD Total WAS δ BIV Rank
EB–a 3 9 8 5 6 31 2.94 1.27 5.25 8
EB–b 0 6 5 12 8 31 2.29 1.05 4.46 9
EB–c 16 11 3 0 1 31 4.32 0.89 9.16 1
EB–d 11 13 4 2 1 31 4.00 1.02 7.94 2
EB–e 10 13 6 0 2 31 3.94 1.05 7.70 3
EB–f 6 14 5 4 2 31 3.58 1.13 6.75 4
EB–g 4 12 8 4 3 31 3.32 1.15 6.22 5
EB–h 3 13 10 3 2 31 3.39 1.01 6.75 4
EB–i 4 5 15 5 2 31 3.13 1.04 6.14 6
EB–j 9 13 3 2 4 31 3.68 1.50 6.13 7
Table 7. List of barrier factors in ranked order.
Rank Code Barrier Factors
1 REc Obtaining the necessary permits and permissions for planning/building
2 REd Securing a loan or other financial support
3 REe Identifying suitable building plots
4 REf Unsuitable for densely populated urban areas
5 REh Carbon footprint of accessing materials that may not be available locally
6 REg Labour intensive building process
7 REi In cold climate the sloped glazing would create major heat lost
8 REj Water and energy dependence on purely renewable resources
9 REa Use of waste materials in the construction
10 REb Futuristic/alternative building design
The research findings reveal that obtaining the necessary regulatory permits and
permissions for planning/building was collectively considered to be the greatest barrier
towards Earthship building/living; securing a loan or other financial support and identify-
ing suitable building plots were recognised as the next most important barriers towards
Earthship building/living. In contrast, the futuristic/alternative building design was
collectively considered to be the least important barrier towards Earthship building/living;
being built from waste materials and being entirely dependent on renewable resources for
water and energy were recognised as the next least important barriers towards Earthship
building/living. This indicates it is the administrative/preparatory issues that are main
challenges towards the uptake of Earthship building/living, rather than the principles of
autonomous housing.
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5. Discus i n
Based on the findings of this study, the foremost perceived benefits for the uptake
of Earthship buildings are shown to be environment related. According to the theory
of planned behaviour [58], understanding public attitudes can be used as an important
determinant of behavioural intention, particularly in the context of eco-products [59]. For
instance, Liu et al. [60] revealed that resident’s attitudes towards greater environmental
awareness were found to have a higher level of intention towards ‘green’ buildings. There-
fore, understanding public perceptions towards Earthship building/living can be a viable
means of revealing public intentions towards their uptake. Moreover, for policy makers,
land developers, builders and estate agents, it is important to know the specific drivers or
features that people find important about Earthship build ng/living.
The principal perceived barriers to the uptake of Earthship buildings, based n the
findings of this study, are administrative relate . All houses require planning permis-
sion but compared to alternative housing, the journey for conventional homes through
the approval process is a relatively smooth ride [61]. Similarly, the process of securing
mortgages to purchase conventional homes, so long as they have operational bathrooms
and kitchens, has very few obstacles. Alternative housing seems to receive much greater
scrutiny through the planning process, and because the building designs and choice of con-
struction materials may not always follow the tried and tested routes, their inspection can
be treated cautiously by building regulation control officers. Similarly, finding a mortgage
lender who is willing to loan funds for an alternative building can be restrictive because
the lender’s decisions are chiefly risk-based, conditional on the individual making loan
repayments and the market valuation in the event that a property needs to be sold after
repossession [62,63]. Fortun tely, as alternative and autonomous housing is becoming
more commonplace, some le d rs, who are sustainability-driven banking organisations
that prior tise social a environmental objectives alongside profitability (e.g., the Tr o-
dos Bank and the Ecology Building Society) [64–66], are recognising the shift towards
alternative/autonomous housing and are now providing financial loans for such ventures.
Most societies in recent decades have witnessed a boom in populace growth, net
migration and changing household formations without any notable concomitant increase
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in new or available housing [67,68]. Since housing is a predominantly market-based
system, as housing demand has grown, purchase prices and the rental charges of homes
have escalated at alarming rates. For instance, in 1992, the average house price was GBP
70,000 and the average income of mortgage borrowers was GBP 24,000 (2.92 ratio), whereas
in 2017, the average house price was GBP 303,000 and the average income of mortgage
borrowers was only GBP 63,000 (4.81 ratio) [69]. Clearly, salaries in the U.K. have not kept
pace with the leap in house prices. This has meant that many first-time buyers are unable to
get their foot on the first rung of the property ladder, unless ‘the bank of mother and father’
provides a sizeable contribution to their mortgage deposit or they wait until much later in
life to be able to save a huge deposit themselves, whilst others are simply trapped in the
rental sector for the entirety of their foreseeable futures, providing substantial incomes to
landlords. Therefore, it seems that attitudes to what is an acceptable form and function
of a home is changing, with many people beginning to explore alternative lifestyles and
discover the assortment of opportunities available to them [70–72].
Whilst Earthship buildings are likely to remain on the margins of housing sup-
ply/demand, it seems that builders and owners with a passion for sustainable homes
and green living will need to drive the Earthship vision in the U.K. and nations beyond. For
instance, The Hockerton Housing Project (1993–1998), which was responsible for creating
a terrace of five self-build, earth-sheltered houses in Nottinghamshire, shows that there
is a demand for autonomous family homes in the U.K. [73]. The Co-Op Bank provided
the group of self-builders with business loans to fund the construction of their homes,
before the Ecology Building Society converted the loans to mortgages. At the time, the
cost of building each of the houses was approximately GBP 65,000 (plus GBP 30,000 for
the land). Since then, families have come and gone, with their properties sold on the open
market (e.g., selling for GBP 223,000 in 2002; GBP 400,000 in 2009; GBP 436,400 in 2013;
GBP 360,000 in 2016; and GBP 450,000 in 2019) [74]. This shows some financial lenders
are willing to support the creation of alternative eco-homes and, similarly, these types of
homes can be traded in the same way as other homes offered for sale. Furthermore, in
a society which has become increasingly reliant on releasing housing equity in later life
(e.g., to cover welfare bills, provide personal pension top-ups or contribute towards the
mortgage deposits of their children) [75], the example provided here offers reassurance
that equity can accrue from the purchase of alternative housing. Therefore, for those with
one eye on their longer-term futures, besides creating the necessity of shelter in earlier
life, alternative housing can also offer an investment opportunity too. Finally, whilst the
earth-shelter homes do not follow the exact design of Earthship buildings, many of their
principles are the same as Earthships, so it is possible that clusters of Earthship homes may
be built sometime soon, particularly in the suburbs or peripheries of larger cities [48].
6. Conclusions
In this study, we explored public perceptions of both the benefits and barriers of Earth-
ship buildings as a means of understanding their potential demand by home builders/owners.
Although there have been many published studies on sustainable homes, green homes and
eco-homes, Earthship homes/buildings have not been the focus of attention amongst the
academic or professional literature.
According to the findings of our study, participants consider environmental drivers
to outweigh the cost savings of the Earthship homes as the main benefits of Earthship
building/living. Furthermore, the principles of autonomous living could be considered
the drivers, rather than barriers, by the participants, so it is perhaps not surprising that
these issues are considered least important.
Complications in the planning and funding of housing are seen as a challenge what-
ever the design, so it is perhaps not surprising that these issues top the list of barriers. A
range of challenges are known to exist in the formal planning process but, most notably,
a lack of vision (familiarity with the norm) and the idea of focusing on the present at the
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expense of the future are the most obvious hurdles to Earthship buildings being accepted
through planning.
Earthship building/living offers society an opportunity to leave a lesser environmental
footprint on the planet. However, facilitating this change in the construction/housing
sector will require sizeable effort and desire from an array of stakeholders (architects,
planners, builders, investors, lawyers) to make a staged transition from conventional to
autonomous housing. However, for many stakeholders, there is a likelihood that any
decision towards the uptake and growth in Earthship housing will be rooted in its financial
viability. Therefore, monetary incentives (e.g., tax abatements, fee waivers, available grants)
from the government may be the main enablers needed to encourage uptake and kick start
the transition to Earthship living.
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